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Flooring Systems from Dynamik Sports Floors

London Sports Floor

The London sports floor system 
accommodates a choice of synthetic surfaces, 
using elastic beams that can be levelled thus 
removing the need for a levelling floor screed, 
simplifying installation and reducing overall 
cost.

Athen Sports Floor

The Athen sports floor is our 
flagship area elastic sprung 
sports floor, with consistent 
ball bounce across the floor 
and accommodates a wide 
range of synthetic playing 
surfaces.

Helsinki Sports Floor

Using the same elastic 
layer system as Athen, our 
Helsinki sports floor gives 
the same ideal consistency of 
ball bounce, and is finished 
with a hardwood wear layer. 

PU Sports Floor

A polyurethane sports floor 
has a seamless construction. 
That means there are no 
joins to fail in later years. 
Polyurethane can be repaired 
seamlessly.

Academy Sports Floor

The Academy system is a cost effective 
solution which we would recommend for 
installations where under floor heating is to 
be installed or where the sub-floor is uneven.

A member of The Sports 
Facilities Group backed by 
the governing bodies of:



Sports floors must be line marked to strict dimensions with line widths +/-2mm and overall dimensions within 

0.1% of Sport England guidelines. Failure to comply could result in your venue being unable to host future 

tournaments, so you can’t afford to get it wrong!

No matter what the primary use of your sports floor is, the line marking will be subject to heavy wear. For this 

reason we don’t recommend taped lines as it’s very easy for tape to pull loose. In the long term, professionally 

painted lines and court markings will prove a more durable and reliable option at a lower cost.

We use a two-part polyurethane paint which typically gives a 5-7 year life span between re-marking, compared 

with a typical 3-5 life span for water-based paint.

The Sports Line Marking Drawing

We prepare a line marking drawing as part of every new project. We are also happy to provide this for existing 

installations since court marking guidelines do change, such as the recent change to the basketball keys.

Drawings are prepared to the very latest revisions and standards to assist in important details including fixing 

positions, apparatus covers and required floor run-offs.

The design layout of individual court markings needs to be considered 

carefully to avoid line markings clashing or being too close.

SPORTS LINE PAINTING AND COURT MARKING

Individual Sports

Colours for individual sports are typically:

Sport Colour Width

Badminton White 40mm

Basketball Black 50mm

Hockey Blue 50mm

Netball Red 50mm

Tennis Yellow 50mm

Volleyball Green 50mm

5 a-side Other 80mm

(We recommend 50mm in a multi use sports hall)

New Regulation Court Markings

If you require revised court markings to meet new regulations, such as those for Basketball, we offer solutions 

ranging from localised cleaning and painting of the specific area that we will be applying the new lines, to a 

complete sand and re-seal (wood floors only) to restore your entire floor to its new condition with a complete 

set of new lines.

If we are revising the line marking we will be ‘painting out’ the old markings as necessary.  We would work with 

you to choose a colour that closely matches your existing floor whatever the surface type.  If it’s not invisible it 

will be a very good match.

Bespoke Court Painting

Alongside line marking, we offer bespoke court painting such as marking a border around the principal court, 

infilling the keys or centre circle on your court and hand painting a school or club logo onto your floor to 

completely transform and personalise your court.
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Sports Floor Maintenance

Unfortunately no sports floor is maintenance free. As well as  providing detailed care and maintenance 

instructions we also offer services to help preserve or rejuvenate your sports floors including, scrub and reseals, 

sand and reseal, chemical cleans, re-line marking and surface repairs. Good maintenance is not only vital to 

maintaining the performance of your floor but also for lowering the risk of injury to athletes and it preserves 

your 25 year warranty.

Floor protection

In order to maintain your sports floor characteristics and prolong its life, a surface protection should be 

considered. We offer two solutions including durable vinyl protection and resilient carpet tiles to protect your 

sports floor through prolonged periods of non-sporting activities.


